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Apache Spark Deep Learning Cookbook: Over 80 recipes that streamline deep learning in a distributed environment with Apache SparkPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A solution-based guide to put your deep learning models into production with the power of Apache Spark

	
		Key Features

		
			Discover practical recipes for distributed deep learning with Apache Spark
	
			Learn to use libraries such as Keras and TensorFlow
	
			Solve...
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Learn Blockchain Programming with JavaScript: Build your very own Blockchain and decentralized network with JavaScript and Node.jsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Explore the essentials of blockchain technology with JavaScript to develop highly secure bitcoin-like applications

	
		Key Features

		
			Develop bitcoin and blockchain-based cryptocurrencies using JavaScript
	
			Create secure and high-performant blockchain networks
	...
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Grokking Simplicity: Taming complex software with functional thinkingManning Publications, 2021

	Grokking Simplicity is a friendly, practical guide that will change the way you approach software design and development.

	

	Summary

	Distributed across servers, difficult to test, and resistant to modification—modern software is complex. Grokking Simplicity is a friendly, practical guide that...
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Microsoft Office Home & Student 2010 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2010

	
		Teach yourself exactly what you need to know about using Microsoft Word, Excel®, PowerPoint®, and OneNote®-one step at a time! With STEP BY STEP, you build and practice new skills hands-on, at your own pace. Topics include creating effective documents; using themes, templates, and other formatting tools; building...
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Microsoft Windows Azure Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	The Windows Azure Platform is Microsoft's Platform-as-a-Service environment for hosting services and data in the cloud. It provides developers with on-demand compute, storage, and service connectivity capabilities that facilitate the hosting of highly-scalable services in Windows Azure datacenters across the globe.


	This...
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Mule in ActionManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Mule in Action, Second Edition is a totally-revised guide covering Mule 3 fundamentals and best practices. It starts with a quick ESB overview and then dives into rich examples covering core concepts like sending, receiving, routing, and transforming data.

	
		About the...
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Daniel Arbuckle's Mastering PythonPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Covers the latest and advanced concepts of Python such as parallel processing with Python 3.6
	
		Explore the Python language from its basic installation and setup to concepts such as reactive programming and microservices
	
		Get introduced to the mechanism for rewriting code in a...
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Two Scoops of Django: Best Practices For Django 1.5CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2013

	
		Update!

	
		The third edition, Two Scoops of Django: Best Practices For Django 1.8 is available! Revised and expanded to 532 pages, it's a whole new book full of new material. Please consider it before purchasing this edition!

	
		http://www.amazon.com/Two-Scoops-Django-Best-Practices/dp/0981467342
...
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CMake Cookbook: Building, testing, and packaging modular software with modern CMakePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn CMake through a series of task-based recipes that provide practical, simple, and ready-to-use CMake solutions for your code

	
		Key Features

		
			Configure, build, and package software written in C, C++, and Fortran
	
			Progress from simple to advanced tasks with examples tested...
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Artificial Intelligence By Example: Develop machine intelligence from scratch using real artificial intelligence use casesPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Be an adaptive thinker that leads the way to Artificial Intelligence

	
		Key Features

		
			AI-based examples to guide you in designing and implementing machine intelligence
	
			Develop your own method for future AI solutions
	
			Acquire advanced AI, machine learning, and...
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Functional Programming in C++: How to improve your C++ programs using functional techniquesManning Publications, 2018

	Summary

	

	Functional Programming in C++ teaches developers the practical side of functional programming and the tools that C++ provides to develop software in the functional style. This in-depth guide is full of useful diagrams that help you understand FP concepts and begin to think functionally.

	
...
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Phenomenology of PerceptionRoutledge, 2012

	First published in 1945, Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s monumental Phénoménologie de la perception signalled the arrival of a major new philosophical and intellectual voice in post-war Europe. Breaking with the prevailing picture of existentialism and phenomenology at the time, it has become one of the landmark works of...
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